We discuss a procedure for numerically approximating solutions to a system of nonlinear partial di erential equations which describe mountain pine beetles attacking lodgepole pine en masse. A centered spatial dicretization which yields a system of ordinary di erential equations is presented, including a method for generating`transparent' spatial boundary conditions. A ux-based model estimates the phase speed of pheromone isoclines at the boundary, providing an over-estimate of the ux of beetles across the boundaries and giving nearly transparent boundary conditions. An Adams variable-step predictor-corrector approach is applied to the the discretized system. The numerical method and model are tested in both one and two space dimensions. In one space dimension a comparison of the solution using the ux estimates at the boundary is compared with a solution generated on a larger space domain. A spatially complicated example then is given to test the methodology in two dimensions. AMS classi cations: 65C20, 65L06, 65M06.
Introduction
Mathematical reasoning has played a central role in ecological theory and application for at least the past seventy years (dating from the independent rediscovery of Verhulst's (1845) 23] work by Pearl and Reed in 1920 15] ). From the very beginning of these applications, there has been an appreciation for the role that spatial dynamics play in ecological issues (see 8] for a recent review). The increased computational power o ered by modern computers has resulted in a resurgence of interest and research on spatial dynamics in ecological phenomena. Indeed, the inclusion of spatial dynamics in meaningful ecological models has been termed the \last frontier" in ecological theory 10].
Spatial dynamics typically play a central role in the community dynamics of highly mobile insects 22]. For example, dispersal is one of the most important, yet least understood, factors of bark beetle population biology 1]. Current research with mountain pine beetle (MPB, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins) indicates that spatial dynamics play a crucial role 18, 12, 20] . MPB has long been considered a major pest in western forests. As an aggressive bark beetle (one that kills its host), eruptions of this species are impressive events. Outbreaks can be both intensive (up to 80% or greater mortality) and extensive (covering thousands of contiguous acres), resulting in serious economic consequences. It is also becoming recognized that disturbances, such as MPB outbreaks, may be central to maintaining the structure, function, and health of western forests. To aid in understanding this disturbance ecology, we have developed a large-scale (e.g. forest-sized) reaction-di usion partial di erential equation (PDE) model of the spatial interaction between the MPB and its host trees. The major di erence between this and past models 4, 21, 16, 22] is the inclusion of strong chemotactic aspects of MPB aggregation/disaggregation. The mathematical motivation for this model is described in the second section, and is discussed more fully in 17] .
Other models of population dynamics included the use of cellular aotomata models, as in 13] . However, since we include chemotaxis, we feel that our partial di erential equation model is a better approach. Another good treatise on population dynamics is 9], which relates models to eld data. At this stage in the project we do not have su cient eld data to make good comparisons with our model. However we hope to use this model to gain a better insight into what type of experiments should be conducted in the eld.
Integrating the governing partial di erential equations has proved to be a challenge because of the strong chemotaxis described above. As will be discussed below, the equations are extremely sti in two separate, but related, ways. Firstly, various non-negligible terms in the equations vary as much as three orders of magnitude from one another, creating a traditional ODE-style sti ness. Secondly, an essential characteristic of the model is the focusing of ying MPB onto very small scales (so that the beetles may successfully attack individual trees), resulting in spatial sti ness { state variables may vary as much as one or two orders of magnitude over short spatial scales. Instances of sti ness occur sporadically, as populations focus on individual trees, are repulsed, then focus again. One approach to solving this type of spactial sti ness is to use a multigrid method, see 2], with a ner grid in the areas of focusing. Since the areas which require tighter focus come and go and interact due to the switching behavior of MPB, we felt that multigrid technique would be more computationally demanding than higher spatial accuracy to begin with. Another approach used to solve reaction-di usion equation is an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method, see 5, 11 ]. In our model, inclusion of chemotaxis would necessitate recomputing the transform matrix of the ADI method at each time step, resulting in a computationally intensive method. What is needed is a sti , adaptive PDE solver, which adjusts the time step according to the needs of the dynamics. Developing and testing one such approach is the focus of the present paper. We have chosen to use an adaptive Adams-Bashforth method in time 3], the behavior of which will be discussed below.
A second important challenge of the model is the need for`transparent' boundary conditions. Boundaries are a problem because most natural environments do not have natural no-ux' or`no-ow' boundaries for insect populations (or chemicals). Making the computational domain large enough to stretch from the plains of eastern Colorado to the desert of the Four-Corners region is clearly untenable. Consequently, we needed to develop numerical boundary conditions which were`transparent' to the dynamics on the computational domain. The fact that the equations are written in ux form suggests using a negative-de nite ux condition at the boundaries (similar to that in 7]). The aim of such a condition would be insuring that no information enters the computational domain from the boundaries, making the boundaries`transparent' to the simulation. The derivation and behavior of this transparent boundary is described below.
We then test the performance of our numerical model in handling both the sti ness and the`transparent' boundary of the equations. As the ying MBP focus their attack the modeling equations become more sti , which will be demonstrated in our numerical model by an overall decrease in the time step size as focusing increases. The e ects of imposing a negative-de nite ux condition at the boundary will be compared with the dynamics at the same position when the numerical method is used on a larger space domain.
Redistribution Model

Temporal Dynamics
We de ne the following state variables, which depend on the spatial location, x, y, and time, t:
P(x; y; t) { population of airborne beetles. Q(x; y; t) { population of (alive) nesting/feeding beetles.
A(x; y; t) { concentration of beetle-produced pheromones. C(x; y; t) { concentration of tree-released kairomones. S(x; y; t) { resin out ow from attacked trees. R(x; y; t) { resin capacity of host trees. H(x; y; t) { number of MPB attack holes.
First consider the dynamics of the airborne beetles. The population of airborne beetles decreases at each point in space through the loss due to death and the loss due to conversion 4 into nesting beetles. The death rate which is proportional to the population we denote by ! 1 P. The conversion of airborne beetles to nesting beetles will be proportional to the population and enhanced by the presence of the pheromones. Thus the conversion rate has the form r 1 P(1 + A). If the source for the airborne beetles is given by f(x; y; t) then the spatial equation for changes in ying MPB population is _ P = ?! 1 P ? r 1 P(1 + A) + f(x; y; t):
The loss due to nesting of the airborne beetles is a source for the nesting beetles. The nesting beetles also die at some rate, ! 2 Q. The trees natural defenses kill nesting MPB, through resin pitch-out and toxins. However, only that portion of the resin owing through holes occupied by living MPB will kill nesting beetles. Thus the population of nesting beetles should decrease at a rate proportional to the out-ow of resin through occupied holes, 1 Holes in trees are created by burrowing MPB as they create nesting galleries. As each ying MPB becomes a nesting MPB it creates a hole. The holes are slowly plugged as resin ows through them and crystallizes. Thus the loss rate for holes is proportional to the amount of resin out-ow, S, which is proportional to the number of holes and the available resin capacity, HR. Therefore, the rate of change of H is given by _ H = r 1 P(1 + A) ? r 4 HR; where we make a constitutive assumption for resin out ow (see 17]): S = r 3 HR:
The resin capacity is assumed to stabilize under two conditions: unstressed trees will maintain the resin level at reservoir capacity, R 0 , and if the resin capacity is driven to zero no replenishment is possible. Resin also ows out of the attack holes, decreasing R at a rate 5 proportional to the number of holes and the available amount of resin which can ow out those holes. 
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The source and sink terms are all of those terms which we analyzed above, comprising the local, temporal dynamics of the system, integrated over the domain . For brevity we will denote these terms as F(P; A; x; y; t), and note that Source Terms ? Sink Terms = Z Fdxdy:
The ux terms will quantify how the population of ying MPB moves. We will denote the ux vector by , and assume that it has three basic components, re ecting the beetles' recognition of potential hosts, their response to pheromones, and the degree of randomness in their behavior. Thus,
where:
A is ux due to the beetles' attraction to/repulsion from the suite of pheromones, A. The summed response of these pheromones is attractive in small concentrations, anti-aggregative in higher concentrations, and the pheromones are released only by nesting/feeding beetles. Let A 0 be the concentration at which the pheromone becomes anti-aggregative. We presume that the net beetle population will move in the direction of pheromone gradients, and that the number moving into will be proportional to the local population density, giving
Here the parameter is the constant of proportionality.
C is ux due to the beetles' recognition of potential hosts, dependent on C(x; t) and the local density of ying beetles. Thus, beetles will move in a direction in which they perceive some spatial change in the volatiles emitted by damaged trees. The rate at which they move will be proportional to the local density of ying beetles and the strength of their perception. Thus, we write
The parameter is the constant of proportionality. P is ux due to the beetles' random redistribution in the absence of other in uences, dependent only on spatial changes in the density of ying beetles. Given a population of randomly moving beetles, net ux occurs only because of changes in population density, and the ux should be in the opposite direction of increasing population gradient. This gives P = ? rP(x; t):
This means that the ux function is = ? rC + (A 0 ? A)rA]P ? rP and then application of the Divergence Theorem to the balance law (6) gives a spatiotemporal evolution equation for P, @ @t P = ?r f rC + (A 0 ? A)rA]P ? rPg ? r 1 (1 + A)P ? ! 1 P + f(x; t): (7) The equation for evolution of nesting MPB includes no redistribution terms, and spatial variables enter only parametrically, @ @t Q = r 1 (1 + A)P ? ! 2 Q ? QR: (8) We will assume that the chemical concentrations, A and C, obey standard di usion laws, but with sources and sinks of their own. For the suite of pheromones released by nesting beetles, the source should be the number of living, nesting beetles, Q. For host-produced kairomones, the source will be the amount of resin out ow, S = r 3 HR. Losses occur due to di usion through the canopy and chemical decomposition. (12) Equations (7){ (12) are the global redistribution equations for the MPB model.
Numerical Model
In order to analyze the dynamics of the MPB model we look for numerical approximations to the solutions of these equations. To this end we discretize the space domain and approximate the system of continuous PDE's by a discrete system of ordinary di erential equations of the state variables in time. It will be necessary to approximate the ux of the chemicals and ying MPB in order to impose boundary conditions on a truncated space domain and then apply a numerical method to solve the resulting system.
Interior Discretization
For convenience of notation we reduce our model to one space dimension, x, and note that the following can be extended to two dimensions in a straight forward manner. Since there is no distinguished direction of movement, we will use centered di erences with a ux-based approximation for the dependent variables. Discretize the space variable on a nite domain ?L; L] with n grid-points:
x i = ?L + i x; x = 2L n ; i = 1; : : :; n:
Then denote the x dependence of the state variables through subscript notation as follows P i (t) = P(x i ; t); i = 1; : : : ; n:
To maintain the symmetry of our ux based model we calculate the uxes at half grid points. On the interior of our grid we use centered di erences to approximate the space derivatives, These discretizations are valid on interior grid points, i.e. i = 2; : : :; n ? 1. In the next section we will estimate the uxes on the boundary, which will complete the discretization for P, A and C. We now look at the discretization of the remaining three state variables. Since the equations for Q, H and R depend on space only parametricly, no approximations to space derivatives are necessary and the discretized equations can be used both on the interior and on the boundary. The discretized forms of (8), (11) and (12) 
Flux at the Boundary
In order to complete the discretizations of the previous section it is necessary to estimate the ux of A, C, and P at the boundary. The approach we will use is similar to that found in 7] for estimating transparent boundary conditions for beam propagation. We assume that the ying MPB respond to the chemical environment by moving in directions parallel to the gradients of C and A. Since the concentration level A = A 0 separates attraction from repulsion, as the A = A 0 contourline moves in space the ying MPB move with it. Hence we will assume that P moves with isoclines of A. The speed of the ying MPB can then be estimated from the phase speed of A. In an initial attempt to estimate the speed of A-isoclines at the boundary we will rst assume that Q is small at the boundary. for 1=2 and 1=2 . Note that a similar technique gives the ux of C at the boundary. Unfortunately, this rst approximation to the speed of A underestimates the ux of P. This initial, linear approximation does not take into account the nonlinear interaction between A and P. We will look at simpli ed versions of the coupled equations for P and A and get a linearized version of the nonlinear ux which will be updated at each time step.
The interaction between A and P is mediated by Q. We estimate the worst case, Q = r 1 P t;
and assume that the e ect of kairomones on ying MPB is small at the boundary. Then equations (7) and (9) At this point we make the simplifying assumption that spatial variations of P are negligible at the boundary (so that we see no sharp changes in the P eld { a necessary condition for transparency) and proceed to linearize in A. Letting Note that with this estimate the speed depends on the local value of P, P , so the ux, cP, will depend on P 2 . The higher order terms in this expansion are members of an alternating series (from the Taylor expansion of the radical above), so that the linear (in t) approximation for c is an over-estimate, which results in an overestimate of the number of ying MPB leaving the space domain. This generates a boundary condition for the ux of P, 1=2 ,
where c is given above. By construction the ux of P is always outward through the boundary, giving negative-de nite ux. That is, ying MPB can only leave the computational domain, but not enter, thus removing the possibility of re ection from the boundary. This adaptive, negative-de nite ux condition at the boundary should provide the desired`transparency. ' We now have a complete set of ordinary di erential equation which approximate the MPB model. Next we will apply a numerical technique to solve this system and give some preliminary results which demonstrate the e ects of our ux estimations.
Numerical Technique
For this system of equations we chose to use a standard Adams-Bashforth-Moulton FourthOrder Predictor-Corrector Algorithm with a variable step size. We chose this method for ease of programmability 3], stability properties in an ODE setting 6], and the exibility of self-correcting step sizes. This last consideration was important because of the large di erences in the magnitudes of the coe cients in the MPB model, which combined with the aggregating nonlinearity, produces sporadic spatial sti ness.
This method was initially tested in one space dimension against`canned' packages, such as a variables step Runge-Kutta method and Gear methods for solving sti ODE's. We found that the Adams method was more stable numericaly then the Runge-Kutta method and out performed the Gear methods in cpu time used. This variable step method was also tested against a xed step Adams method. We found that the xed step method required a time step size small enough (to maintain numerical stability) so that the xed step method ran about thirty percent longer then the variable step method.
To summarize the method, consider the system of di erential equations There are several advantages to using an Adams variable step method. Given the values ofF(ṽ (j) ; t (j) ) for j = i ? 3; i ? 2; i ? 1, which can be saved from previous steps, only two evaluations ofF are needed for this fourth-order method. Using information about the solution at four previous time steps gives better stability then standard methods which do not need this information. The method chooses the appropriate time step instead of requiring the user to supply that information. Finally, the corrector step corresponds to doing one iteration of an implicit solution of the system, which tends to be more e cient for solving sti problems than explicit methods. The disadvantages of using the Adams variable step size method include need for storage space for past information and the necessity of small time steps. An added burden is the computational overhead involved in detecting the need to change step size and the calculation of the starter values.
Stability Analysis
To attempt a von Neumann stability analysis of this method we linearize equations (7){(12) and make a Fourier substitution. The growth rate of a particular Fourier mode can be examined as a function of parameters to get some idea of how the numerical approach will perform in a variety of circumstances. To begin with, we linearize the system of equations (7) to give a spatially homogenous steady state solution to equations (7) Applying the centered discretization and Adams integration (discussed above) to these linearized equations gives an extremely complicated set of discrete equations, to which we will apply the von Neumann stability analysis. Substituting into the linear equations and simplifying generates a system of equations for r; p 0 ; q 0 ; r 0 ; h 0 ; a 0 ; c 0 which must be singular. Taking the determinant of the appropriate matrix generates a complex, twenty-fourth order polynomial equation for r. When jrj < 1 the numerical method is stable, while for jrj > 1 the method is unstable. While this procedure is straightforward in outline, implementing it required a great deal of symbolic computation due to the sheer number of terms in the expressions. The methodology we adopted was to use symbolic computation to specify the neutral curve (jrj = 1) as a function of the Fourier mode (k), = t( x) ?2 and one other parameter. The other parameters we chose for examination where two parameters which had large e ects on the qualitative dynamics in our numerical expolorations, (the random di usivity of ying MPB) and A 0 (repulsive pheromone level). All other parameters were selected in accordance with Table 1 . In gure 1 the neutral stability curve for the two and four x modes is plotted as a function of . The general trend in these curves may be contrary to expectation; as increases so does the value required to insure stability. This bears out our numerical observations, namely that increasing the di usivity of MPB improves the stability behavior of the methodology. In gure 2 the neutral stability curve for the two and four x modes is plotted as a function of A 0 . Surprisingly, in the linear stability analysis, varying A 0 had no e ect on the stability boundary, while in our numerical experimentation varying A 0 had large e ects in the qualitative dynamics of the simulation. However, another way to view the e ects of this parameter is as the cut-o at which nonlinearity becomes important, and evidently its e ects on the linear behavior of the system are trivial. In either event, for the discretization used in our one-dimensional simulations, the stability analysis indicates that time steps smaller than 5 10 ?4 must be chosen for stability. This prediction correlates nicely with the results on actual time step selection, plotted in gure 8. In the initial, linear stage of the simulation, the automated step-selection procedure selected time steps right at the stability boundary. As the nonlinear behavior of the model became more important, time steps decreased correspondingly. Table 1 : Parameter values. Units of measure: hec = hectar (10 4 square meters), tmg = tens of micro-grams, fh = ight hour ( ve per day), and hmpb = hundreds of MPB.
4 Numerical Simulations
One Space Dimension
As a test of our numerical method, we rst look in one space dimension. Here we can observe some of the basic dynamics of focusing without the two dimensional interactions. The values of the parameters used in the following example were derived in 17] by projecting the dynamics equations onto one attacked tree and making some simplifying assumptions. This simulation was run on a SUN 1000 with four 50MHz processors based on the Sparc 20 technology. The average load on the system was 5 and this simulation required about 15 minutes of real time to complete. Table 1 summarizes the results of this local projection, where the units of measure are given by: hec = hectar (10 4 square meters), tmg = tens of micro-grams, fh = ight hour ( ve per day), and hmpb = hundreds of MPB. In Figure 3 we start our simulation with an initial pro le of a forest with \damaged" trees represented by a lowered resin capacity and raised chemical concentrations near x = 0. We initialize the ying MPB with Gaussian concentrations centered at x = 1. As time progresses the ying MPB focus in on the damaged forest, Figure 4 , and then split into two groups being repulsed from concentrations of the pheromones greater then A 0 = 1, Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows that the concentrations of ying MPB move at a rate which is approximately that of the isoclines of A, with the highest number of beetles located at the position where the switching from attraction to repulsion occurs for the pheromones. In Figure 7 the ying MPB have exited the computaional domain throught the boundary.
During the evolution of the ying MPB attack, the time step of the numerical method decreases as the beetles focus on the locations where A A 0 . Figure 8 shows a sample of the change in time step. Each point in Figure 8 represents the value of the step size at the time when a change has occurred. On average, the time step decreases as the ying MPB become more focused in their attack, Figure 10 . The focusing of the ying MPB continues past time 0.15 and has reached a maximum focus by time 0.2, which is when the method starts to adjust the step size. the tighter focus in turn changes the spatial dynamics of the nesting, which causes the changes in the A eld. This whole process stabilizes by about time 0.3, Figure 9 , and the step size levels out shortly thereafter.
As a test of the estimates made for the ux of the ying MPB and the chemicals we ran two simulations. One simulation, which we will refer to as R1, had a space domain of ?8; 8] while the other, R2, had a domain of ?6; 6]. We ran these simulations for su cient time so that we could observe nontrivial interactions with the boundary. In Figure 11 the pheromones and ying MPB are represented by the solid lines for R1 and by circles for R2, while the dotted lines at x = 6 represent the boundary for R2. Figure 12 shows how our method over estimates the ux of the ying MPB, insuring that there is no buildup at, or re ection from, the boundary in R2. The di erence in the concentrations of A, in Figure 12 are the result of fewer ying, and hence nesting, MPB which reduces the source term for the chemicals. 
Two Space Dimensions
In two space dimensions the numerical method is virtually the same, but computationally more intense. In order to test our method of estimating the ux at the boundaries, we relax some of the parameters in an attempt to ease the computational intensity. We ran a simulation of the 2D version of our code using a square grid of 100 100 grid points on a space domain of ?8; 8] ?8; 8] and the parameters in Table 2 . For this simulation we used the initial conditions described by Figures 13 and 14 . Damaged parts of the forest are represented by depletions of resin, or dashed{line troughs in Figure 13 , initially cented at (?2; 4) and (4; ?3). The dashed lines represent resin level from :1 to :9 at intervals of :1 while the solid lines represent densities of ying MPB at levels 2 ?10 ; 2 ?9 ; : : :; 4 HMPB.
The system is initialized with a concentration of ying MPB centered at (?4; ?4) and has two time dependents sources of ying MPB centered at (?4; ?4) and (4; 4). These time dependent source terms are in the form of Gaussian density distributions which increase in magnitude as time progresses to a maximum of 0:5 HMPB per ight hour by time t = 2 and which stays at that level thereafter. In Figure 15 we see that the initial \cloud" of ying MPB have dispersed and are encountering the boundary. Figure 16 shows the state of the simulation after emergence has started. As time progresses, the emerging beetles focus their attacks and are repulsed from high concentrations of the pheromones, Figures 17 and 18 . During this process our model for estimating the ux of beetles and chemicals at the boundary causes the focal peak to decrease in amplitude as it incounters the boundary, Figure 19 . This prevents unnatural dynamics, such as a pileup or re ection of beetles o the boundary, to occur because of the arti cial boundary. This absorbtion of ying MPB at the boundary allows the simulation to progress and the interior dynamics to continue without interference from the boundary.
This two dimensional simulation required three weeks (real time) to run on a SUN 1000 with four 50 MHz processors and an average load of 6 computational jobs. However, it should be pointed out that the Adams method is completely vectorizable which would decrease the Table 2 : Parameter values for two dimensional run. Units of measure: hec = hectar, tmg = tens of micro-grams, fh = ight hour, and hmpb = hundreds of MPB.
run time on a vector processor machine by a factor of aproximately the size of the vector coprocessor. This simulation would run upto 10,000 times faster on a machine that has at least a 10,000 element vector coprocessor. 
Conclusion
The ecological system of mass attack of lodgepole forests by mountain pine beetles has been modeled by a coupled system of nonlinear partial di erential equations. We have demonstrated one numerical technique which can be used to solve this system. This technique has captured all of the anticipated behaviors of the MPB: focusing of the attack and repulsion from high concentrations of pheromones. Using the dynamics equations we have imposed boundary conditions which realisticly simulates out ow of chemicals and ying MPB.
One drawback of this technique is its computational intensity. Because of the large coe cients in the chemical equations relative to the other parameters, small time steps are required to solve the system. In future work we will investigate the e ects of partially decoupling the chemical equations and solving them on a smaller time scale to improve the performance of our model. However, the adaptive time step has partially ameliorated this problem, keeping the model consistently at the edge of its stability envelope for most e cient operation. We hope to use this mathematical model to help understand the spatial dynamics of the MPB mass attack. The model presented in this paper represents a rst attempt at describing mathematicly a chemically driven system for the Mountain Pine Beetle. A more realistic description of this ecological system would involve variations in resin capacity based on the variable size of the trees, which we are currently working towards. In future work we also explore a method for limiting the time during which the nesting MPB release pheromones. This will replace the basically unrealistic situation of beetles as unlimited sources of pheromones. Other future work could include topological e ects of spatial barriers and coupling this spatial redistribution model with an over-wintering model, currently being developed by the USDA Forest Service, to produce a multi-year model of the MPB mass attack.
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